The Chairman / Managing Director/
Chief Executive Officer
[All Commercial Banks, Regional Rural Banks,
Small Finance Banks, State Cooperative Banks and State Cooperative
Agriculture and Rural Development Banks]

Madam/ Sir

Revised Mechanism for Monitoring of Agriculture Credit – ENSURE 2.0

As you are aware, NABARD has been collecting agriculture credit data for effective planning
and monitoring of the flow of credit on behalf of Government of India. Banks have been
uploading this information on Electronic Submission of Returns (ENSURE) portal of
NABARD. Keeping in view the granular data requirements of the Ministry of Finance (MoF),
development of Agri Stack by the Ministry of Agriculture and Farmers’ Welfare (MoAFW) and
the continued emphasis on data backed Annual Credit Plans (ACPs) and Potential Linked
Plans (PLPs) by RBI, NABARD was required to revisit the Ground Level Credit (GLC) returns
on ENSURE Platform. A brief presentation on the same was also shared during the recently
held Meeting of Priority Sector Chiefs on 02 February 2024.

2. In this connection, we would like to inform you that the new platform for data
submission is now ready for use. Currently following six returns are required to be submitted
on the ENSURE 2.0:
   1. District/ Block wise Priority & Non-Priority Sector Credit Data - Disbursement
   2. District/ Block wise Priority & Non-Priority Sector Credit Data - Outstanding
   3. District/ Block wise data on KCC
   4. District/ Block wise data on SHG
   5. District/ Block wise data on JLG
   6. District/ Block wise data on number of branches and ATMs

3. The format of Priority & Non-Priority Sector Credit Data - Disbursement & Outstanding
   is based on the Priority Sector Lending Return prescribed by RBI. The formats
   for the remaining four returns have been taken from the Revised mechanism of Data Flow
   (Standardized System), based on which Banks submit data to respective SLBCs/ UTLBCs.
4. The URL for the ENSURE 2.0 is https://ensure.nabard.org. The User IDs remain the same for maker, checker & admin accounts of the banks and the default password for all the IDs is Kisan@1234, however, the password is required to be changed after the first login. In addition, the Banks may kindly ensure to whitelist this URL https://demsapi.nabard.org:4433/swagger/index.html.

5. Simple flow charts for Licensee Admin, Maker & Checker users are attached for your kind reference.

6. We request you to upload the data in respect of your Bank for the FY 2022-23 and 2023-24. Our technical team can be contacted on +91-9461628066, +91-9962879262 for any clarifications. We look forward to providing any support you might need in the initial phase of moving on to the new system.

Yours sincerely

(R V Ramakrishna)
Chief General Manager